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arabic-malayalam, which was a vehicle of various religious and creative expressions, was a cultural
achievement of malabars extensive trade. the language is not fully arabic but a religiolect of
malayalam a dialect that is based on a host, spoken, language with deep links to a religious
language tradition. it is also peppered with words from farsi, urdu, sanskrit, tamil, kannada etc. verse
in arabic-malayalam is known as mapplia pattu (mappila songs). mappila songs were sung in praise
of prophets, sages and martyrs, and also to celebrate historical events. malayalam alphabet or
chauhan script ( english: -, malayalam : -, raja, കറിസഭ്യുകള് ), also known as malayalam script, [7]
in southern india, is a sound written system of malayalam. [8] [9] it has 24 basic letters, 11
independent vowel letters, one independent consonant letter and 2 independent numeral letters.
[10] malayalam is the official language of kerala state in india and is one of the major languages
spoken in kerala of india. the literacy rate of kerala is 95.34 percent as per census 2011, and hindi is
also an official language of the state. [10] malayalam script is a consonantal writing system based on
the sanskrit alphabet. unlike most other indian languages, malayalam lacks the classical diphthong (
glottal stop ) used in other languages and is the only indian language that does not use the classical
sound of the diphthong that arises from the back of the tongue. [11] it uses only the simple and
throaty sound /ʊ/ (ʊa), as used in other indo-european languages. [12] the malayalam script, like
other indian scripts, is written from left to right and uses the same hand positions for grapheme
(phoneme) consonants (khoja/paada/soha) and vowels (samanah/i/e).
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in the 1930s, the mappila leaders started a campaign for muslim registration of marriage. this was a
precursor to the formation of the indian union. in 1936, the mappila leaders started a series of

protests and demonstrations against the government. there was a popular uprising in dharoor and
the leaders of the uprising were tried in court. mappila leader sheik afzal khan formed the indian
union of muslim league in 1937. he drafted the indian union of muslim league constitution and
presented it to the british government. the british government made it illegal to form a muslim
league, and also made this illegal to distribute muslim league literature. they also banned the

translation of the quran into malayalam. a few people in kerala have managed to preserve the script,
its literature and even the language. there are more than 200 malayalam language books printed in

arabi malayalam. these books are being circulated among the malayali muslims in singapore and
malaysia. the most celebrated of these is the "rajayam" by cheriyappan namboodiri which was first

published in 1874. the book was translated into english by n.m. krishnan nair. the book is written in a
persian prose, but the language is written in arabi malayalam and is the first book on malayalam
written in arabic script. [7] [8] [9] the book is quite famous and was awarded the highest literary

honour in the state of kerala. among the members of the royal family of travancore, it is believed to
be the "favourite book of the heart". 5ec8ef588b
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